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Abstract
Non-equilibrium synthesis methods allow to alloy bulk-immiscible elements into multinary nanoparticles, which broadens the design space for new materials.
Whereas sputtering onto solid substrates can combine immiscible elements into thin film solid solutions, this is not clear for sputtering of nanoparticles in ionic
liquids. Thus, the suitability of sputtering in ionic liquids for producing nanoparticles of immiscible elements is investigated by co-sputtering the systems Au-
Cu (miscible), Au-Ru and Cu-Ru (both immiscible), and Au-Cu-Ru on the surface of the ionic liquid 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis-
trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide [Bmim][(Tf)2N]. The sputtered nanoparticles were analyzed to obtain (i) knowledge concerning the general formation process of
nanoparticles when sputtering onto ionic liquid surfaces and (ii) information, if alloy nanoparticles of immiscible elements can be synthesized as well as (iii)
evidence if the Hume-Rothery rules for solid solubility are valid for sputtered nanoparticles. Accompanying atomistic simulations using density-functional theory
for clusters of different size and ordering confirm that the miscibility of Au-Cu and the immiscibility of Au-Ru and Cu-Ru govern the thermodynamic stability
of the nanoparticles. Based on the matching experimental and theoretical results for the NP/IL-systems concerning NP stability, a formation model of multinary
NPs in ILs was developed.

1 Introduction
Metal nanoparticles (NPs) are useful for applications, e.g. in
medicine,1 4 optics,5 electronics6 and catalysis7,8. Particularly
important for the properties of the NPs are their composition and the
corresponding elemental distribution within the NPs, their crystal
structure and their morphology.9 Multinary nanoparticles are of high
interest, as they can provide excellent functional properties, e.g. as
high entropy catalysts.10,11 The search space for multinary NPs is
already large and open questions are related to combinations of
elements which are not miscible in the bulk. In nanoscale solid
solutions, synthesized by non-equilibrium methods, such
combinations of bulk-immiscible elements can provide functionalities
which would be otherwise not accessible.12,13 E.g., new and effective
electrocatalysts can be identified by screening a large range of
homogeneously alloyed NPs of different compositions but identical
crystal structure and nearly identical nanostructure, also partially
composed of immiscible elements.12

Synthesis of NPs is achievable by a large variety of processes which
can be categorized in thermodynamic equilibrium processes and non-
equilibrium processes. Equilibrium synthesis routes like thermal
decomposition, seed-mediated growth, co-reduction or galvanic
replacements lead for immiscible systems with positive heats of
mixing to multi-phase structures, e.g. core-shell NPs.12 Non-
equilibrium processes (e.g. carbothermal shock synthesis11) can
kinetically trap thermodynamically non-miscible elements in a

atom mobility is only provided for a short time, an ordering of the
immiscible elements according to the thermodynamic equilibrium is
not possible, as shown by Yang et al.12

Sputtering onto solid substrates at low temperatures is a non-
equilibrium process and can be used for synthesizing forced solid
solutions. A targeted multinary composition can be synthesized by
adjusting the sputter rates of the individual (elemental) targets in a co-
sputter process.14,15 Even elements which are thermodynamically not
miscible can be combined in the form of multinary forced solid

solutions.14 Moreover, sputtering onto the surface of ionic liquids
(ILs) is a versatile method for synthesizing multinary NPs. However,
it is not clear if the non-equilibrium co-sputter process also yields
multinary NPs composed of immiscible elements when sputtering on
IL. While the co-sputter process controls the amount and ratios of
elements arriving at the liquid substrate, composition, crystal
structure, size and morphology of the NPs is influenced by the used
ILs.16 20

ILs are salts which are liquid at temperatures < 100°C, composed of
cations and anions with molecular structures enabling the liquid state
at ambient conditions. From theoretically different ILs21 optimal
task-specific ILs can be selected for an application. ILs have
outstanding possibilities as solvent and synthesis and reaction media
for NPs. An important characteristic of ILs is their negligible vapor
pressure22,23 which enables their application as clean and pure
substrates for ultrahigh vacuum processes24. These special chemical
and physical characteristics make ILs interesting for applications in
industry25,26 as reaction and scavenging media and for catalysis in
general27,28. Additionally, their consideration as green solvents29

demonstrates their potential for decreasing the environmental stress
caused by those industrial applications if the conventional solvents are
replaced by ILs.
In this paper, we want to clarify the possibilities of sputtering onto ILs
for the formation of multinary solid solution NPs comprising (im-
)miscible elements. Co-sputter deposition from elemental targets,
simultaneously onto IL and solid substrate reference samples were
conducted. The exemplary system Au-Cu-Ru and its subsystems were
investigated as the bulk phase diagrams of the binary subsystems
show relevant differences: Au-Cu shows complete solid solubility for
temperatures > 410°C.30 At lower temperatures, the formation of the
intermetallic phases Au3Cu, AuCu (tetragonal or orthorhombic) and
AuCu3 can occur.30 The system Cu-Ru shows no solubility below
1059°C. The Au-Ru system shows very limited solubility (< 5 at.%
Ru in Au) at temperatures between 900°C and 950°C,31 otherwise the
system is immiscible. No ternary phases of the system Au-Cu-Ru are
known.



These differences can be rationalized by looking on the
characteristics of the used elements, listed in Table 1. According
to the Hume-Rothery rules32,33 two different elements likely form
a solid solution when the crystal structures match, the atomic
radii of the involved elements do not differ by more than 15%,
the difference in electronegativity is small to avoid the formation
of compounds and the valence of both elements is similar. For
the investigated Au-Cu-Ru system, the differences in atomic
radius is < 15%, the difference in electronegativity is < 0.7 and
each element has a common valence with the other two elements.
However, the crystal structure of Ru (hcp) differs from Au and
Cu (both fcc), i.e. one demand of the Hume-Rothery rules is
violated.
All binary subsystems have been prepared in the nanoscale as solid
solution NPs, although the immiscible Au-Ru and Cu-Ru systems
should decompose according to thermodynamics. Those solid
solution NPs were applied in catalysis where they could outperform
the single elements in specific reactions. E.g. binary Au-Cu NPs are
more effective in CO oxidation38 and propene epoxidation39,40 than
pure Au and Cu NPs, whereas Cu-Ru NPs excel single Cu and Ru NPs
as hydrogenation catalyst41 and pure Ru NPs for CO oxidation42. An
electrode of a methanol oxidation fuel cell modified with Au-Ru NPs
showed superior efficiency when compared to an electrode modified
with Ru NPs.43 Selective control of fcc and hcp crystal structures in
Au Ru solid-solution alloy NPs (AuRu3, fcc and hcp) was achieved
by a polyol reduction process.44 Thus, the better activity of the binary
NPs from the Au-Cu-Ru system confirm the hypothesis of a better
performance of NPs with increasing compositional complexity,10 but
the stability of the bulk-immiscible systems Au-Ru and Cu-Ru
contradicts the principles of miscibility according to the Hume-
Rothery rules.
However, in the nanoscale other principles and effects can dominate
the material characteristics compared to bulk materials:45 48 The
stability of nanoscale material systems can depend on different
aspects of the selected synthesis process or the (multinary) system
itself. The formation of stable NPs is determined by their
thermodynamic state, and is influenced by their size, shape and crystal
structure and for multinary NPs also by their composition.49 For
sputtering multinary thin films, even metastable alloys of immiscible
elements can be realized and their stability against decomposition can
be studied e.g. by the combinatorial processing platform approach.50

Given these considerations, the composition and structure of the co-
sputtered NPs stabilized in ILs will reveal if sputtering performed as

a non-equilibrium process onto ILs is applicable for obtaining
multinary NP of immiscible elements.
The synthesized Au-Cu-Ru materials (films and NPs) were
investigated by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the thin films which formed
on wafer pieces added to the depositions on the ILs as well as
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) of the
obtained NP/IL-suspensions and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and EDS analysis of the NPs. The theoretical
probability of the formation of multinary NPs comprising the
elements from the Au-Cu-Ru system was evaluated in terms of
the thermodynamic stability as obtained by atomistic simulations
with density functional theory (DFT). Besides the information
concerning elemental miscibility influence on NP stability and
the effect of the synthesis process (equilibrium vs. non-
equilibrium), the comparison between elemental NP, thin film
and IL composition will reveal further information concerning
the NP formation process when sputtering onto ILs51. This
information is important for design and synthesis of next-
generation nanoscale materials.

2 Experimental Methods
2.1 Synthesis of binary and ternary thin films and NP/IL-
suspensions by co-sputtering

The IL 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)
imide [Bmim][(Tf)2N] (Iolitec, Heilbronn, Germany) was used for all
sputter depositions. The IL purity was > 99% (halides content < 100
ppm, water content 51 ppm). No further processing of the IL was
performed prior to sputter depositions. IL was stored and handled
under Ar atmosphere in a glovebox (oxygen and water content both <
0.5 ppm). A commercial co-sputter system (AJA POLARIS-5, AJA
INTERNATIONAL, Inc., North Scituate, MA, USA) with 1.5-inch
diameter magnetron sputter cathodes and multiple sputter source DC
power supplies (DC-XS 1500 and DC-XS 750 from AJA
INTERNATIONAL, Inc., North Scituate, MA, USA) was used.
Elemental targets (Au, Sindlhauser Materials, Kempten, Germany; Cu
and Ru both EvoChem, Offenbach am Main, Germany), all with
purity 99.99% and dimensions 38.1 mm diameter 4.775 mm
thickness were applied. For sputtering, Ar (Praxair, Düsseldorf,
Germany) with purity 99.9999% was used.
For sputter deposition, the IL was placed in a custom-made cavity
plate with adaptable lids for covering unfilled cavities (see Meyer

Element Crystal
structure

Atomic
radius (pm)34

Electronegativity
(Pauling scale)35

Valence34 Lattice parameters /
reduced cell ( )36,37

Difference of lattice
parameters (%)

Weighted surface
energy (J/m²)36,37

Molar heat of
vaporization (kJ/mol)34

Au fcc 134 2.54 1+, 3+ a 2.950
b 2.950
c 2.950

to Cu for a b c: 15.2
to Ru for a b: 7.9
to Ru for c: 31.6

0.75 334.4

Cu fcc 117 1.90 1+, 2+ a 2.561
b 2.561
c 2.561

to Au for a b c: 13.2
to Ru for a b: 6.3
to Ru for c: 40.6

1.42 300.7

Ru hcp 125 2.20 2+, 3+, 4+,
6+, 8+

a 2.733
b 2.733
c 4.314

to Au for a b: 7.4
to Au for c: 46.2
to Cu for a b: 6.7
to Cu for c: 68.4

2.88 595.5

Table 1: Elemental data of Au, Cu and Ru, taken from Mizutani32 and Hume-Rothery et al.33 if not noted differently by the addition of literature sources at the specific column heading.



et al.52) to expose the IL surface to the flux of sputtered atoms. Prior
to the deposition, plate and lid were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath for
30 min in technical acetone (purity ) and isopropanol (purity

) respectively and dried in an oven at 80°C for 1 h. Each
exposed cavity was filled with a volume of 35 L IL inside the
glovebox for each deposition. A piece of patterned Si/SiO2 wafer
(photolitographically structured with a photoresist lift-off cross
pattern for thin film thickness determination) was placed on the lid
next to the cavities for each deposition onto ILs to measure the
composition and thickness of the films. Thin film compositions were
analyzed by EDS (Oxford Instrument X-act) in a scanning electron
microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-5800 LV). The crystal structure of the
thin films was investigated by XRD using a Bruker D8 Discover
diffractometer with an IµS microfocus source (50 W, Cu K radiation
at 0. nm) and a VÅNTEC-500 2D detector. To cover the

30° and an integration time of 60 s for each frame (sample to detector
distance of 174.6 mm, collimator diameter of 1 mm). Literature data
(except for Au-Ru) for comparison were obtained from the ICSD
database. The data sets were used for simulating XRD diffraction
patterns for Cu K radiation ( 0. nm) using the VESTA
software for visualizing crystallographic data (see K. Momma and F.
Izumi53).
Prior to all depositions, the IL in the cavity plate was evacuated for at
least 72 h for removing remaining oxygen and water from the
transport out of the glovebox into the sputter chamber resulting in an
exposure of the IL towards air of about 10 s. Subsequent to plasma
ignition (parameters in Table 2), the targets were pre-cleaned with
closed shutters for 120 s, a rotation of the cavity plate of 30 rotations
per minute (for obtaining a homogenous composition over the whole
area) and a successive reduction of the Ar pressure to the deposition
pressure. Pre-cleaning of the targets was performed for removing
possible oxide or organic contamination layers52 followed by
adjusting the deposition power (see Table 2) and opening the shutters
in front of the targets for the specific deposition times. A tilt of the
cathodes resulted in an angle of 12° between the target normal and the
normal of the cavity plate. For all depositions, a film thickness of 500
nm and the composition denoted in Table 2 for the sputtered thin film
on the wafer piece was adjusted. After each deposition, the cavity
plate was transferred immediately into the glovebox for collection,
storage and processing of the sputtered NP/IL-suspensions.

2.2 TEM sample preparation
The sputtered NP/IL-suspensions were prepared for TEM
investigations by dropping 2.5 L of each IL on the carbon-coated
side of holey carbon-coated Au grids (200 mesh, Plano GmbH,
Wetzlar, Germany). The ILs were left at this side for 2.5 h to enable
adhesion of the NPs on the carbon film. Washing the grids dropwise
with dried acetonitrile for 1 h under inert conditions (see Meyer et
al.52) was conducted to prevent grid contamination originating from
the IL being exposed to the electron beam during TEM investigations.
The washed grids were stored in the glovebox until the specific TEM
investigation. At least 198 NPs per NP/IL-suspension were counted
for evaluating the NP diameters. Conventional TEM and high-
resolution TEM (HRTEM) studies were performed with a Tecnai F20
S/TEM instrument (Thermo Fischer Scientific, Eindhoven,
Netherlands) operated at 200 kV. High angle annular dark field
(HAADF) STEM imaging and STEM-EDS spectrum imaging were
performed on an aberration-corrected TEM (Titan Themis) equipped
with a Bruker Super X detector (Thermo Fischer Scientific,
Eindhoven, Netherlands), operated at 300 and 120 kV. Prior to the
EDS and HAADF investigations the TEM grids were cleaned with a

-series plasma cleaner (Diener electronic GmbH & Co. KG,
Ebhausen, Germany) in a plasma composed of 75% Ar and 25% O2

for 30 s at 50 W immediately before inserting them in the instrument
to remove hydrocarbon contaminants. The HAADF detector covered
a range from 73 to 200 mrad for 300 kV and from 95 to 200 mrad for
120 kV.
EDS measurements were performed with currents of 150 pA and
using an electron probe with a beam size of 0.1 nm and a
convergence semiangle of 23.8 mrad. Multivariate statistical analysis
was performed on the STEM-EDS data to reduce the noise and
facilitate the detection of Ru.54

2.3 ICP-MS measurements
For the ICP-MS measurements, an amount 50 of each IL was
separated in suitable Teflon containers. The separated samples were
diluted each with 4 ml of 69% concentrated phosphoric acid of the
ROTIPURAN® Supra

digested in a Multiwave Pro microwave digestion device with 8-slot
container holder 8NXF100 (from Anton Paar GmbH, Graz, Austria).
The digestion occurred at maximum temperature 240°C and
maximum pressure 6 MPa to guarantee a complete transfer of the
investigated material into solvable nitrides which could be measured
in the ICP-MS. Subsequent to the digestion, the resulting solutions
were further diluted with ultrapure water (conductivity 0.055 /cm)

Deposition Start
pressure
(Pa)

Ignition
pressure
(Pa)

Ignition power
(W)

Pre-clean
duration (s)

Deposition
pressure
(Pa)

Deposition
power (W)

Deposition
duration (min)

Targeted
composition (at. %)

Cu-Ru 1.33 20 120 0.5 30 (Cu)
35 (Ru)

50 50:50

Au-Ru 1.33 20 120 0.5 9 (Au)
30 (Ru)

70 50:50

Au-Cu 1.33 20 120 0.5 15 (Au)
30 (Cu)

45 50:50

Au-Cu-Ru 1.33 20 120 0.5 9 (Au)
17 (Cu)
30 (Ru)

52 33:33:33

Table 2: Sputter deposition parameters for depositions onto ILs and reference wafer pieces.











binary (and ternary) atom mixture on the surface is achieved. The
sputtered atoms are quenched into a forced solid solution and no
decomposition into the respective unary phases occurs since no
energy is provided for developing an energetic most stable, demixed
ordering, typical for a non-equilibrium process.

4.1 Analysis of the co-sputtered nanoparticles
The results of the co-sputtered thin films suggest that immiscible
elements could be combined into solid-solution NPs by co-sputtering
on ILs. According to the ICP-MS results (Table 4), the composition
of the ILs in terms of the co-sputtered elements is in good agreement
with the thin films (see Table 3), so that the conditions for solid
solution formation should be given according to the compositions of
the thin films showing such solid solutions.
However, the STEM-EDS investigations of the co-sputtered NPs in
Figure 4 reveal that no incorporation of Ru in the NPs obtained from
the Cu-Ru, the Au-Ru and the Au-Cu-Ru deposition occurred. On the
other hand, binary Au-Cu NPs were identified in the Au-Cu and the
Au-Cu-Ru NP/IL-suspensions. Ru atoms in the vicinity of the NPs
appear to sit only at the surface of the individual NPs without being
incorporated into the crystal structure or building a closed shell. These
assumptions are underlined by the composition of individual NPs,
revealing mainly compositions of Cu94Ru6 to Cu100Ru0 for the Cu-Ru
IL, of Au96Ru4 to Au99Ru1 for the Au-Ru IL, of Au64Cu36 to Au81Cu19

for the Au-Cu IL and of Au83Cu13Ru4/Au75Cu22Ru3 to Au87Cu11Ru2

for the Au-Cu-Ru IL, as determined by the quantification of the
STEM-EDS measurements. For the Au-Cu-Ru IL, the NP
composition represents the highest and the lowest detected amount of
Ru for individual NPs.
The mean NP diameters and the general size distributions of the co-
sputtered NPs also indicate a difference between the ILs containing
only bulk-immiscible elements and the ILs containing bulk-miscible
elements (see Figure 2). The comparison of the results shows that the
NPs in the Au-Cu and the Au-Cu-Ru IL (the ILs containing bulk-
miscible elements) have nearly identical mean diameters (Au-
Cu: nm, Au-Cu-Ru: nm). Additionally, the
size distributions for the Au-Cu and the Au-Cu-Ru IL show a nearly
identical width and only a slight difference in the maximum NP
diameter (3 nm for Au-Cu IL and 4 nm for Au-Cu-Ru IL). For the Cu-
Ru and Au-Ru ILs, containing only bulk-immiscible elements, the NP
mean diameters of nm for Cu-Ru IL and nm
for Au-Ru IL are much bigger than the mean diameters for the ILs
containing miscible elements. This goes along with much broader size
distributions and higher maximum NP diameters (9 nm for Cu-Ru IL,
6 nm for Au-Ru IL) for the ILs with only bulk-immiscible elements
with respect to the ILs containing bulk-miscible elements. This could
be explained by the following assumption: The Cu-Ru and the Au-Ru
IL contain only pure Cu and Au NPs respectively, decorated with Ru
atoms at their surface but without a complete closed Ru outer shell.
The Au-Cu IL and the Au-Cu-Ru IL contain Au-Cu alloy NPs with
also a Ru decoration on the outer shell in the case of the Au-Cu-Ru
IL.
A further comparison of those results concerning mean diameters and
size distributions with the same NP characteristics of pure Au, Cu and
binary Au-Cu NPs also obtained from (co-)sputtering for a former
publication65 supports this assumption. This publication also
addresses the size differences between unary and binary NP/IL-
systems. The size distributions of the Au-Cu and the Au-Cu-Ru IL
show a comparable narrowness with respect to the size distribution of

the Au-Cu IL obtained previously.65 The size distribution of the Cu-
Ru and the Au-Ru IL are also very comparable to the size distribution
of the NPs in pure Cu and Au IL from the previous publication65 in
terms of their width. However, the NP mean diameters of the Au-Ru
and Cu-Ru IL are much bigger than the NP mean diameters of pure
Au and Cu IL and the size distributions of the binary ILs are shifted
more towards bigger NP diameters. This may be attributed to a higher
temperature of the substrate plate holding the Cu-Ru IL and the Au-
Ru IL during the co-deposition since two sputter fluxes arrive at the
plate. In the previous publication, annealing of the sputtered ILs also
resulted in increasing NP diameters.65

Thus, the results of the STEM-EDS measurements and the
comparison of the size distributions emphasize the formation of pure
Au NPs in the Au-Ru IL, of pure Cu NPs in the Cu-Ru IL and of binary
Au-Cu NPs in the Au-Cu IL and the Au-Cu-Ru IL, all of them
decorated with Ru at the NP surfaces (with Ru present in the IL). The
arising question is, why the bulk-immiscible elements could not be
combined into alloy NPs by sputtering onto ILs while they could be
transferred into solid solutions with good crystallinity when sputtered
onto solid substrates. A key for answering this question is the
formation process of the NPs in ILs. It is still discussed where NP
nucleation occurs, either at the IL surface71,72 or in the IL volume73,74.
However, our recent investigation comprising reactive oxygen
deposition of Cu onto the surface of two different ILs with different
surface tensions and viscosities shows strong indications that the NP
formation occurs within the IL volume after the sputtered atoms
penetrated into the IL without spending time at the surface.51

A schematic in Figure 7 shows the assumed NP formation process
when sputtering onto ILs for the co-sputtered systems Cu-Ru in (a),
Au-Cu in (b), Au-Ru in (c), Au-Cu-Ru in (d) and for the hypothesis
of the NP formation occurring at the IL surface in (e). The sputtered
atoms penetrate directly into the IL because of their high kinetic
energy. Due to their small size, individual sputtered atoms are too
small to be influenced or stabilized by the IL ions.51 Atom enrichment
in the near surface region (i) of the IL results in collisions of the
sputtered atoms and the formation of first atom clusters. Collisions of
atoms with the primary atom clusters (ii) result in growth of theses
clusters, which grow into NPs. The NPs disperse further into the IL
volume (iii) when they become bigger and thus heavier and are finally
stabilized by the IL ions when they descent out of the region with
increased sputtered atom concentration. This formation and growth
process was deduced from our results of reactive oxygen sputtering of
Cu onto the surfaces of the ILs [Bmim][(Tf)2N] (used also here) and
1-etyl-3-methylimidazolium bis-(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide
[Emim][(Tf)2N].51 It corresponds to an equilibrium process since the
sputtered atoms can move freely in the IL volume and do not
experience any external driving force which could quench them into
alloy NPs during NP formation.
If the NPs would form at the IL surface, the sputtered atoms would
stay a certain time at the surface before immersing into the IL volume.
During this time, the same processes like on a solid substrate would
arise: alloying of bulk-immiscible elements into solid solution NPs
would occur due to the sputtered atoms being buried by the further
incoming atoms of all sputtered elements before the NPs immerse into
the IL volume and become stabilized by the IL. Since the composition
of the sputter flux on the IL surface is identical to the flux arriving at
the added Si/SiO2 solid substrate, the composition of the NPs should
be comparable to the thin film composition with Ru being present and
uniformly distributed in all NPs. Since the measurement data





measurements, the DFT results and the literature and as supported by
the above-presented model for the NP formation when sputtering onto
ILs. In contrast to that, sputtering on ILs for the NP synthesis has
characteristics of an equilibrium process due to the NP formation
process in ILs.

5 Conclusion
Our experiments confirm that sputtering can quench bulk-immiscible
elements into solid solutions on an unheated solid substrate and thus
corresponds to a non-equilibrium process. The bulk-immiscible
element combinations Cu-Ru, Au-Ru and Au-Cu-Ru were
synthesized as solid solutions on a solid substrate, but failed in
forming solid solution NPs when sputtered on ILs. DFT calculations
of the thermodynamic stability for the binary and ternary bulk systems
and nanoparticles confirm those results which can be explained by the
unique NP formation process in ILs. The sputtered atoms penetrate
directly into the IL volume and move there freely in the IL matrix.

atoms according to a usual equilibrium process without external
driving force quenching the bulk-immiscible elements into NPs. Thus,
the Hume-Rothery rules are valid with the modification of considering
the molar heat of vaporization as replacement for electronegativity.
These modified rules show a better applicability for processes in the
nanoscale and explain also our findings of only bulk-miscible binary
or unary Au and Cu NPs in the ILs when sputtering the Au-Cu-Ru
system combinations onto ILs.
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